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Protecting oceans, rivers, and 
the communities that depend 

on them

We believe that conservation solutions that make economic sense 
are the ones that stand the test of time. We work to achieve lasting 

change by creating new and unexpected partnerships among
conservation, business and community interests to build durable 

solutions to important problems. 

ENVIRONMENT PROGRAM



The Walton Family Foundation cares about the 
Colorado River because it is one of the great 
American rivers and it is at risk. Bringing the 

river into balance is critical for both people and 
the environment

We believe that conservation solutions that make economic sense 
are the ones that stand the test of time. We work to achieve lasting 

change by creating new and unexpected partnerships among
conservation, business and community interests to build durable 

solutions to important problems. 
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This is an extraordinary 
moment in time that will set the course 

for the next 100 years

We believe that conservation solutions that make economic sense 
are the ones that stand the test of time. We work to achieve lasting 

change by creating new and unexpected partnerships among
conservation, business and community interests to build durable 

solutions to important problems. 
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COLORADO RIVER 2015-2020 PROGRAM STRATEGIES

Test whether water markets 
work for agriculture, cities 

and rivers

Directly improve river flows 
and riparian habitat in 
targeted geographies

Support development of 
priority Lower Basin water 

agreements

Expand financing for 
agricultural and urban water 

efficiency
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People love Colorado. 

Our iconic mountains, rivers, minerals, plains, 
communities, forests, snow, wildlife, and wilderness 
have drawn people by the millions to our centennial 
state. Our population has ballooned from 1 million in 

1930 to over 5 million today, and could nearly 
double by 2060. Sustaining this growth requires 

water. With this projected pace of growth, how do 
we preserve what we love about our state? 

Colorado’s Water Plan has answers.



MEASURABLE GOALS OF INTEREST TO THE WALTON FAMILY FOUNDATION

By 2030:

Conservation: Achieve 400,000 acre-feet of municipal 

and industrial water conservation

Agriculture: Share at least 50,000 acre-feet of agricultural 

water using voluntary alternative transfer methods

Watershed Health, Environment, and 
Recreation: 80% of locally prioritized lists of rivers with 

stream management plans 

Funding: $3 billion ($1 billion annually)
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“The State will investigate options to raise 
additional revenue to support 
implementation of this plan. Only one-tenth 
of 1 percent of the state’s budget goes 
toward natural resources, including loans 

for water projects. While we estimate $20 
billion in financial need in the areas of 
water supply, water infrastructure, 
recreation, and the environment over the 

next 30 years, water providers have 
plans in place to meet much of this 
need. Because our water is too important 
to fail, the State will continue to work with 

water users and stakeholders to ensure 
financing options are available for water 
projects.”



$20 billion needed
$17 billion from water providers

$3 billion unfunded

“Such funds could support conservation, agricultural 
viability, alternative transfer methods, education and 
outreach, and other plan implementation priorities.”

Funding Gap  = $100 million per year

THE FUNDING GAP





This is an extraordinary 
moment in time that will set the course 

for the next 100 years

The critical projects that improve our rivers, environment and 
invest in rural economies don’t have a clear funding source

Funding Gap  = $100 million per year
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For questions or more information:

Jill Ozarski
jozarski@wffmail.com

720-289-2688

mailto:jozarski@wffmail.com


Colorado River Basin-Water Supplies and Demands


